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HomeOptix Photography

Real estate firms and individuals
looking for real estate photography appreciate the quality of images provided by professional
photographers. As one realtor put it, the success of real estate largely depends on the kind of
captions you showcase to clients. One real estate photographer understands this all too well.
Over the years, through his company, HomeOptix, Asbjorn Carlson has been providing his clients
with superb quality products. Through these endeavors, HomeOptix has maintained a high
performance in its ratings, with the company being one of the few real estate photographers to
maintain a five-star record.
While explaining how they have achieved this rate fete, Asbjorn Chris Carlson; owner, founder,
and lead photographer at HomeOptix, reveals that being the only photographer with on other in
training, guarantees clients of consistent quality, composition, and attention to detail that create
a great picture. His tons of experience also play a large part in maintaining his quality and
receiving great ratings from everyone he works with.
HomeOptix prides itself on quality and professional photography, with the company relying on
the expertise of a photographer that has been at the helm for more than thirty-eight years,
supported by an assistant, who is being trained by the best. This professional real estate
photography company understands the value of sharp lines as well as careful photo
compositions that highlight the perfect angles. These insights as well as their love for real estate
photography contribute to the success of the business and creating intelligent compositions with
great lighting. “I consider each of my photos as a part of my portfolio, so each picture must be
perfect,” said Asbjorn while outlining how he succeeds in satisfying his clients’ needs.
Asbjorn began shooting professionally in Iceland, a place that, according to him, helped create
the ideal environment for photo opportunities and a unique chance to capture amazing
landscapes and architectural photos. Upon returning to the United States, Asbjorn entered the

real estate business.
He has not looked back since then but has continued to perfect his style of photography, a
combination of great skills, deep passion for real estate, and a sincere dedication to provide his
clients with professional captions that can drive their businesses to success. Over the years,
Asbjorn has worked with big names like Greystar, the Heart of America Foundation as well as
many real estate brokerages in the United States.
HomeOptix is currently the most powerful virtual tour platform in the market with great features
that real estate businesses can utilize to showcase their properties. It has four unique lead
capturing tools, a powerful listing exposure engine, full motion video, great tour traffic reports,
gyro enabled HTML5 mobile tours, buyer toolboxes and scene by scene voice narrations
available in a number of languages. With the HomeOptix system, a powerful virtual tour
platform, the team has earned the Google Trusted Street View Professional Real Estate
Photographer and the Zillow Certified Photographer badges.
In additional to photography, HomeOptix also provides videos, video walkthroughs, drone
aerials, 360 Panoramic photography as well as Google Business provider.
About HomeOptix
HomeOptix is a professional real estate photography company providing 4K real estate video
and 360 panoramic virtual tours. The Hampton Road Real Estate photography firm provides both
residential and commercial professional photography services for both local and international
clients. The company was founded by Asbjorn Carlson in 2018, a photographer with thirty-eight
years of photography experience under his belt. The products include: high definition photos,
clear view technology, Zillow 3D home tours, advanced photo editing, HDR photography, twilling
photography, cinematic walkthrough videos, Zillow walkthrough videos, cinematic drone aerial
stills and videos, Airbnb photography, and Matterport 3D tours among other services.
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